
Summer 2019 Pre-AP English I Assignment 

1. Purchase a copy of To Kill a Mockingbird.  
2. Read and annotate the novel To Kill a Mockingbird  

by Harper Lee.  
3. Then, create a dialectical journal that includes at  

least one entry per chapter (can be typed or 
handwritten). *Sample Entry Included.* 

4. Bring these with you on the first day of school.  
PDF Link: http://www.kkoworld.com/kitablar/harper_li_masqarachini_oldurmek-eng.pdf 
Important Information: 

Definitions:  
Prejudice- 
Noun: 
Preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience. 
 
Justice- 
Noun: 
Just behavior or treatment. 
 

 

 

Historical Context of Harper Lee’s Novel To Kill a Mockingbird: 
Nelle Harper Lee was born on April 28, 1926, in Monroeville, Alabama, a sleepy small town 
similar in many ways to Maycomb, the setting of To Kill a Mockingbird. Like Atticus Finch, the 
father of Scout, the narrator and protagonist of To Kill a Mockingbird, Lee’s father was a 
lawyer. Among Lee’s childhood friends was the future novelist and essayist Truman Capote, 
from whom she drew inspiration for the character Dill. These personal details notwithstanding, 
Lee maintains that To Kill a Mockingbird was intended to portray not her own childhood home 
but rather a nonspecific Southern town. “People are people anywhere you put them,” she 
declared in a 1961 interview. 
Yet the book’s setting and characters are not the only aspects of the story shaped by events 
that occurred during Lee’s childhood. In 1931, when Lee was five, nine young black men 
were accused of raping two white women near Scottsboro, Alabama. After a series of lengthy, 
highly publicized, and often bitter trials, five of the nine men were sentenced to long prison 
terms. Many prominent lawyers and other American citizens saw the sentences as spurious 
and motivated only by racial prejudice. It was also suspected that the women who had 
accused the men were lying, and in appeal after appeal, their claims became more dubious. 
There can be little doubt that the Scottsboro Case, as the trials of the nine men came to be 
called, served as a seed for the trial that stands at the heart of Lee’s novel.  
 
 
Source: http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/mocking/context  

 

http://www.kkoworld.com/kitablar/harper_li_masqarachini_oldurmek-eng.pdf
http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/mocking/character/atticus-finch/
http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/mocking/character/scout-finch/
http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/mocking/context/historical/the-scotsboro-boys-trial/
http://www.sparknotes.com/lit/mocking/context


Elements to Look for When Annotating: 
Symbols       Figurative Language       Allusions       Questions you Have       Plot Twists Shifts in Tone 

Elements of Persuasion       Define Unknown Vocabulary        Make Predictions        Author’s Purpose 
Significant Diction          Repetition         Parallelism          Genre          Imagery          Implications          

Message/Theme           Paraphrasing of Longer Sections          Main Idea in Paragraphs           
Personal Reactions (Mood) 

 

SAMPLE DIALECTICAL JOURNAL ENTRY: 

Quote Journal Entry 
1. Chapter 1/Page 13- 
Quote: “As Mr. Radley passed by, Boo drove the scissors 
into his parent’s leg, pulled them out, wiped them on his 
pants, and resumed his activities.” 
 

What is Happening: 
Stephanie Crawford is 
talking to Jem about 
what Boo had done. She 
says that Boo stabbed 
his dad with scissors 
and carried on with his 
activities innocently.  
 
Why it is Important: 
This quote is significant 
because, it shows how 
fearless and evil Boo 
Radley can be towards 
anybody. This makes 
the reader think that Boo 
is just a kid who cares 
nothing of his actions, 
he may seem innocent 
but as everybody knows 
he can be very 
dangerous.  

 
 

This text will be used throughout the first 6 weeks of school, and there will be a 
test, so it is imperative that students read the entire novel and complete the 

dialectical journal assignment.  

 

 

 



Summer 2019 Pre-AP English II Assignment 
1. Purchase, read and annotate the memoir A Long Way Gone by Ishmael 

Beah.  
2. Then, complete the provided graphic organizer for each chapter of the 

book (20 total).  
3. Bring these with you on the first day of school.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Important Information: 

Elements to Look for When Annotating: 
Symbols          Figurative Language          Allusions          Questions you Have          Surprise Events           

Shifts in Tone                   Elements of Persuasion          Define Unknown Vocabulary           
Make Predictions          Author’s Purpose (P.I.E.)              Significant Diction          Repetition         

Parallelism          Genre          Imagery          Implications          Message/Theme 
Paraphrasing of Longer Sections          Main Idea in Paragraphs          Personal Reactions (Mood) 

 

Link for PDF of Book:  
 
http://bisteachers.cratercomets.com/sinks_jeremy/literature/a_long_way_gone/aLongWayGone
MemoirsBoySoldier.pdf  

 
 

Graphic Organizer Layout is Provided on Next Page. 
This part of the assignment can either be handwritten on done digitally on a computer.  

 
 

This text will be used throughout the first 6 weeks of school, and there will be a 
test, so it is imperative that students read the entire memoir and complete the 

graphic organizer assignment.  

http://bisteachers.cratercomets.com/sinks_jeremy/literature/a_long_way_gone/aLongWayGoneMemoirsBoySoldier.pdf
http://bisteachers.cratercomets.com/sinks_jeremy/literature/a_long_way_gone/aLongWayGoneMemoirsBoySoldier.pdf


 

Chapter 
Summary  

(include references Beah 
makes to crying or not being 

able to cry) 

Examples 
that reflect 

the 
chapter’s 

main ideas 

Chapter Number 

& 

Image 

 

Questions 
inspired 
by the 
chapter 

Chapter Thesis 
(A thesis is ONE 

sentence) 



Blank Graphic Organizer to Use for Each Chapter in the Assignment  

 



AP English III 2019 Summer Reading Assignment  
Directions: 

o Purchase a copy of Another Day in the Death of 
America 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• Read & Annotate the text   
• Complete the graphic organizer for each chapter (total of 10 

chapters) AND the “Introduction” and “Author’s Note” at the beginning 
of the book and the “Afterward” at the end of the book (13 total 
graphic organizers will be due).  

• Bring the book to class as we will be having discussions & a test the 
first week of school 

Graphic Organizer Layout is Provided on Next Page. 
This part of the assignment can either be handwritten on done digitally on a computer.  

 
 
 

This text will be used throughout the first 6 weeks of school, and there will be a 
test, so it is imperative that students read the entire book and complete the 

graphic organizer assignment.  



 

Chapter 
Summary 

(Include victim and 
perpetrator names) 

 

Examples 
that reflect 

the 
chapter’s 

main ideas 

Chapter Title 

& 

Image 

 

Questions 
inspired 
by the 
chapter 

Chapter Thesis 
(a thesis is ONE 

sentence)  



Blank Graphic Organizer to Use for the Assignment  

 


	o Purchase a copy of Another Day in the Death of America

